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INTRODUCTION 
 

 In the United States, authors have a constitutional exclusive right to their 
works.  The Founding Fathers had recognized the importance of art and literature 
for the advancement of culture and society.  As such, the drafters of the 
Constitution deemed it necessary to incentivize creativity by charging Congress 
with the power and responsibility of protecting the rights of authors to their 
creative works.   
 The basis of the Founding Fathers’ protective measures, however, was one of 
economics rather than creative morality.  The United States followed the English 
traditions of protecting an author’s exclusive right to reproduction—copyright.  
Other nations, in particular France, followed a path of emphasizing an author’s 
rights to the integrity of his or her work itself—moral rights.  In an era of ever 
increasing globalization with artistic and literary works crossing from one 
jurisdiction to another, these opposing view points of what rights an author has over 
his or her works inevitably clash despite international efforts for cohesion.   
 Such a conflict occurs in the following [hypothetical] case of a French author 
of a book seeking relief in the United States for an infringement of his moral rights.  
Through this [hypothetical] case is a discussion of the legal progression and 
holdings of copyright and moral rights, an analysis of the instant case in respective 
jurisdictions, and an argument for the United States to look onto her neighbors for 
guidance and reform. 
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“FACTUAL” [HYPOTHETICAL] BACKGROUND 

 
 In 1996, an obscure and naive French author of Irish descent by the name of 
Jean Moriarty finished his latest novel, L’escrimeur jeune.  Written in French, 
Moriarty’s book is a fictional, non-autobiographical account of a young and shy high 
school student who gains his sense of self and confidence through the sport of 
fencing.  The book becomes an overnight sensation and success throughout France 
and launches Moriarty into fame.  Moriarty is unfazed by his sudden stardom; he is 
delighted purely in the youth reading his book and becoming inspired by its 
message of honor, respect, loyalty, and confidence presented through his words.  
Because L’escrimeur jeune was not translated into any other language and heavily 
relied on the backdrop of the city of Lyon, its readership was limited to France, 
particularly in the south, with some limited sales in Belgium. 

Seven years later, an ambitious American publisher from New York City 
named Sam Lecktor traveling through France came across L’escrimeur jeune.  
Noticing the novel’s popularity and financial success, he sought out Moriarty with a 
deal to bring the book into the English-speaking world.  The two met and discussed 
publishing a translated version in the United States.  Eager to inspire more young 
minds with the book’s inspirational message, Moriarty agreed.  While literarily 
gifted, however, Moriarty was not well versed with the rights to authors in the 
United States.  He had assumed that the United States shared the same legal 
stance and principles as his native country.  Realising this, the cunning Lecktor 
easily persuaded the trusting Moriarty to sign a short, hastily written agreement in 
which he gave Lecktor’s publishing company in New York the right to translate, 
reproduce, and distribute through sale L’escrimeur jeune in United States, without 
any other provisions, in return for a small royalty. 

Nine years later in 2012, Moriarty decided to finally visit the United States 
on holiday, taking a break from writing for several weeks.  As soon as he arrived in 
New York City, a college student recognized the unsuspecting and surprised 
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Moriarty as the author of the novel, Dat Dueling Kid, through his photograph on 
the book’s back cover.  Initially, Moriarty was amazed yet delighted to learn that his 
translated novel became a success in the United States also, though he had to 
correct the spelling and pronunciation of his name as “Jean Moriarty,” and not “Jon 
Marty” as printed on the front cover.  His joy melted away, however, as he quickly 
learned to his horror that while the basic plot remained true to the original, Dat 

Dueling Kid deviated substantially from L’escrimeur jeune.  The translation 
changed the protagonist from a shy and quiet French teen who learned confidence 
and respect through fencing in Lyon into an obnoxious and chauvinistic Italian-
American college student living in Newark, New Jersey, who took up fencing merely 
to impress women.   

Infuriated that this masterpiece had been subverted into a cheap guidoesque 
narrative with no inspirational message and insightful meaning what so ever, 
Moriarty contacted Lecktor.  Moriarty demanded that all publication and 
distribution of the book to stop and for an explanation of why his work had been 
butchered.  Lecktor scoffed at Moriarty, telling him that his book would have never 
sold in America as it was originally written, and that the translation and “slight” 
changes makes the book more appealing and marketable.  Lecktor then told 
Moriarty that he has no right to immediately stop distribution of the book.  A 
flabbergasted Moriarty did not understand how his story could be altered and 
twisted so such an extent.  When he attempted to explain to Lecktor the concepts of 
an author’s rights to protect the integrity of his work, to be accredited correctly as 
he wished, and to be able to suspend the circulation of his work, Lecktor merely 
laughed at him and said that no such rights exist.   

After consulting a several American attorneys who all turned Moriarty away, 
an eager and ambitious rookie lawyer decided to take Moriarty’s case to sue Lecktor 
in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York for 
copyright infringement and to enjoin any further sale and distribution of Dat 

Dueling Kid.  Moriarty has also filed suit in his home country but proceeding have 
stalled over personal jurisdiction issues. 
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DISCUSSION 

 
 The discussion of the instant case consists of: 1) the history and development 
of copyright in the United States, France, and globally; 2) Moriarty’s claim in the 
instant case in both jurisdictions; and 3) how to quell conflicting copyright 
ideologies.  
 

1) The development of copyright law in the United States and France 
differed. 

 
 The exclusive rights of authors to their own works have seen two divergence 
paths, particularly in the late Eighteenth Century and born out of revolution.  The 
first codified form of a law to protect the property rights to an author’s work was the 
Statue of Anne in England in 1710.1 This law specifically conferred for a limited 
duration the exclusive right to authors of books to “reproduce their intangible 
creations” and in effect provided them with more economic leverage over printers 
and publishers at the time.2   

This new concept of giving economic rights to authors over their literary 
works traveled across the Atlantic to the American colonies.3 After expelling the 
British in the American Revolution, the Americans retained the English traditions 
of copyright and incorporated into the United States Constitution a provision for 
Congress to provide copyright for authors.4  Through two centuries, Congress had 
amended the federal copyright law to reflect political, economic, and technological 
changes.  The current incarnation of the Copyright Act of 1976 provides an author 
of an original expressive literary work protection5 for the alienable rights to 
reproduce, prepare derivative works, distribute, and publically perform and display 
his or her work.6   An amendment to this Act also provides some protection to an 
author the rights of attribution and integrity, though only to authors of a visual 
artwork.7   
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Shortly before the United States Congress, with authority of the 
Constitution, enacted the first Copyright Act of 1790, however, another revolution 
ignited, this time in France.  The French Revolution saw the bloody overthrow of an 
old aristocratic and elitist societal paradigm in favor of the principles of the 
Enlightenment and individual rights.  Despite the Reign of Terror and extreme 
violence that followed, a seed began to sprout around this time out of the new 
philosophy of individualism that espoused that authors have a fundamentally moral 
right to their works.8  By the early Nineteenth Century, French courts began 
recognizing author’s rights (“droit d’auteur”) and in particular an author’s moral 
rights to his or her work (“droit moral”), basing such judicial doctrines on German 
legal theory.9  A century and a half later, France firmly codified droit moral through 
the French Copyright Act of 1957.10   

France’s copyright system encompasses both economic (or patrimonial) and 
moral rights.  The French intent for providing economic rights to authors to 
reproduce, distribute, and publish their works, along with the right to royalty resale 
(which is nonexistent in the U.S. Copyright Act) is to protect the author’s “material 
and financial interests.”11 Concurrent to these economic rights, droit moral grants 
an author the right to attribution, integrity, publication, withdrawal, and 
reputation, with the intent to maintain the connection between the author and his 
or her work and to preserve its integrity as an extension of the author personally.12  
Unlike economic rights, which in both the U.S. and France are limited in duration 
and are alienable, moral rights are neither; they are unwaivable, perpetual, and 
inalienable except at upon the author’s death.13   

While France has prided herself in being the bastion for droit moral, an 
international initiative in implementing moral rights globally occurred decades 
before the French 1957 Act.  The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary 
and Artistic Works in 1886 attempted to establish an international copyright 
system.  In 1928, a provision for moral rights was expressly added through Article 
6bis, which includes the right to attribution, integrity, and reputation.14  Although 
the United States herself became a multilateral party to Berne in 1989, the 
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Convention itself contains ineffective enforcement measures of these moral rights.15  
Some other provisions from Berne, however, via more cooperation between the 
United States and the international community, have enjoyed some recognition and 
enforcement in America, notably the Uruguay Round Agreements Act (“URAA”) 
enacted by Congress.16  

The only provision for some form of moral rights in the United States 
pertains only to authors of visual artworks through the Visual Artists Rights Act 
(“VARA”) of 1990.17  VARA does not provide for any moral rights to authors of 
literary works, however, and unlike France’s droit moral, rights under VARA are 
alienable and waivable.18  Individual states have also enacted some form of moral 
rights in their own copyright statutes and common law, including California and 
New York.19  These provisions, however, are limited in their scope to visual and fine 
arts as well, and in fact, VARA had preempted New York’s statute.20  Because of the 
lack of any codified and comprehensive provision for moral rights in the United 
States, any attempt for an author to recover for an injury to the attribution, 
integrity, and reputation to his or her work is limited to VARA in a visual artwork 
and to other legal causes of action such as defamation, misappropriation, and 
breach of contract for non-visual works.21  An author of a literary work as a plaintiff 
attempting to assert a moral right in a United States court, therefore, must 
creatively rely on other legal doctrines rather than the Copyright Act itself.   
 

2) Moriarty’s claim in the instant case in France and in the United 
States yields different results.  
 

 Cross-boarder disputes over intellectual property rights are not at all rare 
and unusual.  It is not uncommon for courts of different countries hearing the exact 
same case and issue to rule contrarily from one another.22  The instant case faces 
the same challenges and phenomenon with possibility diverging outcomes: i) in a 
civil court in France; and ii) in an American court such as a United States District 
Court.  
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  i) A French court will rule for plaintiff, Moriarty. 
 As France is a civil law country, her courts are bound to her civil code; in the 
instant case, Code de la propriete intellectuelle.23  Disregarding any personal 
jurisdictional issues over Lecktor, Moriarty will certainly prevail in a French court.  
Proudly advocating, “Vive les droits moraux de l’auteur!” there is no doubt to the 
French that Moriarty, as the author of an expressive literary work, has the 
fundamentally perpetual, inalienable, and unwaivable right to: attribution, 
integrity, publication, withdrawal, and reputation.24   

A French court will hold that Lecktor infringed upon Moriarty’s right to 
attribution, droit de paternite.  Under this right, Moriarty has the right to insist 
that his name and authorship are clearly stated.25  Lecktor had altered Moriarty’s 
name to “Jon Marty” as the author of Dat Dueling Kid without notice to or consent.  
Moriarty has the right to attribute his work under any name he wishes; it is his 
right to assert and not Lecktor’s or anyone else’s.  Under French law, Lecktor had 
violated Moriarty’s droit de paternite, and therefore, Moriarty is entitled to relief.  

The court will also hold that Lecktor infringed upon Moriarty’s right to 
integrity, droit au respect de l’integrite de l’oeuvre.  This right protects L’escrimeur 

jeune from modification, degradation, or destruction of any kind by anyone other 
than the author, Moriarty.26  Without notice to or consent from Moriarty, and in fact 
to his utter horror, Lecktor modified L’escrimeur jeune and changed it in a way that 
significantly deviates from Moriarty’s original creation.  Moriarty was under the 
understanding that his novel would be only translated into English for publication 
in America.  A translation would involve only the language and not alterations to 
plot elements and character develops.  Lecktor had in not only deprived Moriarty of 
his exclusive right to modify his own work but had in essence destroyed the heart of 
it L’escrimeur jeune.  Moriarty is therefore entitled to relief for violation of his droit 

au respect de l’integrite de l’oeuvre. 
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The court will then turn to Moriarty’s rights to publication and withdrawal, 
droit de divulgation and droit de retrait et repentir, respectively.  Under these 
rights, Moriarty has the right to determine when and whether or not his work is 
made available to the public,27 as well as the right to take back and make publically 
further unavailable said work.28  Upon discovering that his masterpiece had become 
a grotesque abomination in the United States, Moriarty attempted to exercise his 
withdrawal right by demanding Lecktor to cease all reproduction, sale, and 
distribution of Dat Dueling Kid.  Lecktor’s refusal is an infringement to Moriarty’s 
droit de retrait et repentir, and under French law, the court would enjoin Lecktor 
from any further distribution.   

Lastly, the court will find that by infringing on the above rights, Lecktor had 
violated Moriarty’s right to protect his honor and reputation, droit a s’opposer a 

toute atteinte prejudiciable a l’honneur et a la reputation.  In France, L’escrimeur 

jeune launched Moriarty into popular stardom as an inspirational author 
championing self-determination and respect for all through honor, using a 
classically gentlemanly sport as a plot vehicle to convey such message.  In America, 
however, Jon Marty may be vilified as an author of a book condoning rude behavior, 
chauvinism, and objectifying women, making a mockery of the values of 
sportsmanship.  Clearly, Lecktor’s actions have harmed Moriarty’s reputation. 

Given how much Lecktor had infringed upon Moriarty’s moral rights, the 
French court not only will rule in Moriarty’s favor, it must do so in following Code 

de la propriete intellectuelle.  Past instances have demonstrated this.  Famously, the 
Court of Cassation (the French Supreme Court) in a case concerning the 1950 
motion picture, The Asphalt Jungle, held in 1991 that the film’s director/author, 
John Huston (and his heirs), had the moral right to maintain the integrity of his 
film as a matter of public policy.29  The Court held that Huston’s heir had the right 
to keep the film in its original black and white and prevent the displaying of a 
colorized version thereof, despite economic ownership belonging to the adverse 
party, Turner International.30  The Court also set binding precedent in holding that 
the provisions of the Code de la propriete intellectuelle governing moral rights are 
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mandatorily applicable in regards to international legal proceedings, regardless of 
any conflict of law.31 

Similarly, the French court upheld moral rights for the plaintiffs in the 1948 
case Societe Le Chant du Monde v. Societe Fox Europe and Societe Fox Americaine 

Twentieth Century.32  In Societe Le Chant, the plaintiffs, four internationally 
renowned Russian composers residing in the Soviet Union, had previously 
relinquished their copyright to their musical compositions, placing them into the 
public domain.33  The defendant, Twentieth Century Fox, created the anti-
communist film The Iron Curtain, which included plaintiffs’ musical works for half 
of the film’s duration in the background throughout.34  Although the film does 
attribute the plaintiffs, the defendant used the music without the plaintiffs’ 
permission as all concerning works were in the public domain.35  This use of the 
plaintiffs’ work in an anti-communist film complicated matters politically for them 
as citizens and residents of Soviet Russia.36   

When the plaintiffs brought action against the defendant to enjoin the public 
display and distribution of the film, the French court ruled for the plaintiffs, 
upholding their moral rights to withdrawal and reputation despite having 
relinquished their economic property rights to the musical compositions.37  
Conversely, however, when the plaintiffs brought the same suit in New York in 
Shostakovich et al. v. Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation to enjoin the 
defendant from distributing the film in the United States, the trial court ruled for 
the defendant.38  The New York court held that because the works were in the 
public domain, and that a doctrine of moral rights is not binding on the court to 
follow—the standard for which is too subjective and uncertain into “good taste, 
artistic worth, political beliefs, and moral concept”—the plaintiffs lacked an injury 
for which the court could grant relief.39 
 
  ii) A United States court will rule against plaintiff, Moriarty. 
 Returning to the instant case, a court in the United States following current 
case precedent and federal statute will deny Moriarty’s claim of infringement of 
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moral rights and injunctive relief.  Although Shostakovich as discussed above was 
ruled in 1948, the courts in the United States have thereafter continued to demur 
against legal claims of moral rights to authors.  Authors in the United States, 
whether domestic or abroad, have had to creatively turn to alternative legal 
doctrines in order to enforce some shred of their moral rights, though not always 
successfully.40  Examples include using VARA of the U.S. Copyright Act (though 
this is with a narrow scope to authors of visual artwork), state statutes (presuming 
they themselves are not too narrow in scope and/or have not been preempted by 
federal legislation)41, defamation claims, and the federal Lanham Act, §43, for 
trademark infringement such as in Dastar Corp. v. Twentieth Century Fox Corp.. 42  

In Dastar, the plaintiff, Twentieth Century Fox, sued the defendant, Dastar, 
for reproducing videocassettes of a series that plaintiff produced but no longer held 
copyright.43  The defendant did not attribute the work to the plaintiff, who 
attempted to sue under a trademark theory of “passing off.”44 The Supreme Court 
ruled against the plaintiff, however, holding that the Lanham Act pertains only to 
physical goods and not to creative expressions, and to use such a theory over 
unattributed reproduction would encroach into the copyright realm.45  As the 
plaintiff’s copyright over the concerning works had expired, they were left with no 
further recourse to, at the very lease, assert their right to attribution. 

That is not to say that all is lost for Moriarty and moral rights in the United 
States.  The enactment of VARA in 1990, after centuries of no federal moral rights 
provision, is a sign that the traditional notions of copyright as a purely economic 
right is changing.  Joining the Berne Convention and enacting the URAA as 
mentioned above are also indications that the United States is more readily 
accepting of enforcing on American soil foreign copyright provisions for works of 
their national origin.   

Concurrent to America’s amicable international intellectual property efforts, 
however, is also the domestic growth of the doctrine of fair use and transformation.  
The U.S. Copyright Act carves out an affirmative defense of fair use for permissive 
infringement over a copyrighted work.46  Whether a use is fair depends on: the 
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purpose and character of the use; the nature of the copyrighted work; the amount 
and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the work; and the effect on the 
market value of the work.47   

From the purpose and character of use analysis comes the test for 
transformation: “whether the new work merely ‘supersedes the objects’ of the 
original creation, or instead adds something new, with further purpose or different 
character, altering the first with new expression, meaning, or message.”48  This 
factor often carries most weight in the sliding scale analysis for determining a fair 
use, though current trends also convolute the fourth statutory factor into this 
analysis: the effect on the market value of the work.49 

While Lecktor has not asserted a fair use defense in the instant case, a court 
in the United States, especially in the Second Circuit, in this disturbing trend would 
apply such an analysis.  Absent of a contractual relationship between the parties, 
the court will find that Lecktor’s translation of L’escrimeur jeune into Dat Dueling 

Kid with the alterations to the key character developments, setting, and overall 
message “easily” “adds something new . . . altering the first with new expression of 
meaning or message.”50  The court will find that although the basic plot of both 
stories are the same, in which a young man takes up the sport of fencing and is 
altered by it, the overall results in each versions diverge enough to make Dat 

Dueling Kid different from L’escrimeur jeune.  It had transformed from the original.   
The court will also find that factoring in the contractual relationship between 

Moriarty and Lecktor, Moriarty is not economically adversely affected given that he 
receives a royalty for the sale of Dat Dueling Kid.  Unless Moriarty can assert some 
claim of defamation—a weak argument given the facts of the instant case that the 
story is fictional and non-autobiograpical—the court will not find an injury to his 
reputation for which he can recover.  In fact, the court will construe that Moriarty is 
actually benefiting from Dat Dueling Kid through high grossing sales of the book.    

The court’s willingness to look for a fair use and reluctance in following any 
moral rights doctrine will prevent Moriarty from prevailing over Lecktor.  The 
doctrine of fair use and transformation in essence eviscerates the foreign notions of 
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attribution, integrity, and reputation that the French so proudly espouse with “Vive 

les droits moraux de l’auteur!”  To allow for transformation means to bar the author 
of the original work from protecting the integrity of that work.  This in itself leads 
to the possibility of destruction to the author’s reputation and honor, in that 
transforming an original work into something different still leads to the second 
work having an association to the former’s creator.   The courts usually do not take 
this viewpoint, however, relying on the economic and market reasoning that the 
relevant audiences of an original and a transformed work, such as a parody, are 
divergent and do not overlap.51     

In the instant case, therefore, a court in the United States will not recognize 
any moral rights to Moriarty, the author of a literary work, from which he can 
recover, and therefore will not enjoin Lecktor from continuing to reproduce, 
distribute, and sell Dat Dueling Kid. 

 
3)  “A time to heal.”52 
 

 As discussed above, the copyright laws and doctrines of the United States 
and France took different courses in their respective develops.  The United States, 
following the English example, concentrated on the economic rights to authors to 
incentivize creativity, rewarding them with financial and property interests to their 
works.  The French, on the other hand, recognized the importance of individualism 
and especially to the artist and author as a creator who invests him or her self 
personally into a work of expression. The French, however, also recognized the 
importance in providing some financial and property interest to an author for his or 
her work and so established a dual system in which both paradigms of rights 
coexist.53   
 As illustrated throughout this discussion, conflict can and does occur when 
different copyright regimes become entangled, an inevitability in the international 
realm.  While it is less problematic for a foreign author to assert his or her rights in 
a jurisdiction recognizing moral rights (presuming the author is aware of having 
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such), the quandary comes about when a foreign author, who believes in a 
fundamental claim to inalienable droits moraux, tries to invoke such rights in a 
country that refuses to recognize even the merits of this strange privilege.   

Although not at all to the same dire extent, this legal doctrinal conflict echoes 
the jurisdictional problems in the decades leading up the American Civil War in 
which northern and southern states often ignored each others laws regarding the 
freedom versus proprietary status of slaves.  When a foreign work becomes the 
subject of issue to rights non-existent in the forum state, would that state afforded 
it the same benefits and protections it enjoys in its native land?  A simple answer is, 
“no,” as a sovereign nation has the principle right to exercise her own laws over her 
citizens, the very basis for sovereignty.  There is also the common notion in the 
United States regarding personal jurisdiction that a contact to a forum state is 
sufficient for one who has purposefully availed oneself to that state, enjoying its 
benefits and protection.54  Through this personal jurisdictional approach, an author 
of a foreign work consenting to his or her work being disseminated in America 
would be subject to the laws of the forum state—the United States as a whole—and 
thus would be subject to the U.S. Copyright Act instead of his or her native law.   

International cooperation and amiable efforts, however, have curtailed this.  
As discussed above, the United States’ more recent efforts in intellectual property 
acknowledgment and enforcement with her neighbors such as Berne, URAA, and 
TRIPS, have demonstrated that the United States is willing to afford more 
protection to an author of a foreign work than she would to one domestically.  The 
URAA, with a provision added to the U.S. Copyright Act,55 allows for the restoration 
of copyright to works from member nations of Berne that natively had protection 
but would otherwise not under American law.  The United States Supreme Court, 
not long ago, have upheld URAA in Golan v. Holder, holding that the congressional 
act did not violate the Constitution’s Copyright Clause.56  Congress, therefore, does 
have the power to enact legislation that would allow for a foreign author to assert 
his or her native moral rights.  Pragmatically, however, this may not occur for some 
time given congressional reluctance in modifying an existing statute.   
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Another already discussed issue that would bar the enforcement of any droit 

moral in this country is, of course, fair use and transformation.  The current trend 
with the courts is to find for a transformation in an altered work.  This runs counter 
to maintaining any rights of integrity to the original work.  A general argument 
posits that permitting fair use and transformation fosters creativity by allowing 
authors and artists more creative freedom, which was the intent of the Founding 
Fathers in the first place for the advancement of society and culture.  Placing limits 
and restrictions on an original work, then, by allowing the author final 
determination of his or her work, would hinder others from taking that work and 
exercise their right to creativity by transforming it into something new and 
different. 

That begs the question, however, that if the purpose for copyright protection 
is to incentivize creativity, should not the author of an expressed work, who had 
integrated a piece of him or her self personally into that work and thereby created 
an extension of his or her personality, be allowed to have a vested right into that 
creation?  Would not the incentive to create diminish if the author cannot assert a 
moral right to determine what becomes of his or her own work?  Is humanity so 
materialistic that the only incentive to create is the right to money for a fixed period 
of time?  Doing so would advance society and culture more towards greed and 
materialism, diminishing the value of the human spirit and soul.  An author’s work 
is an extension of his or her personality and self.  To only place only a monetary 
right for a limited time on one’s expression diminishes the spiritual value of the 
work itself as well as of its creator.  Humans have the fundamental inalienable 
rights to life, liberty, and property.57  Should an author, too, not have these 
fundamental rights to his or her expressive work? 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Copyright laws in France and in the United States have developed and 
evolved on opposing stems: one conferring both economic and moral rights, the other 
only economic.  A problem occurs when a French author attempts to assert his 
moral rights in the United States which does not readily recognizes such.  Although 
there have been recent efforts to bring about more international cooperation to 
bridge these two systems, a more perfect solution appears distant as developing 
doctrines continue to counter one another.  While it is unlikely that the United 
States will adopt a full and cohesive droit moral system, she is at least looking onto 
her neighbors to find some type of solution to this conflict.  Therefore, all is not lost, 
and while it is unlikely that Americans will embrace, “Vive les droits moraux de 

l’auteur!” with open arms, there remains the possibility of some amicable respect 
and acceptance to such a “foreign” concept. 
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